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Abstract

NHS organisations are being challenged to transform themselves sustainably in the face of increasing
demands, but they have little room for error. To manage trade-offs and risks precisely, they must
integrate two very different streams of expertise: systems approaches to service design and
implementation, and economic evaluation of the type pioneered by NICE for pharmaceuticals and
interventions. Neither approach is fully embedded in NHS service transformation, while the
combination as an integrated discipline is still some way away.

We share 3 three examples to show how design methods may be deployed within a value-for-money
framework to plan operationally and in terms of clinical outcomes. They are real cases briefly
described and the unreferenced ones are anonymised. They have been selected by one of us (TY)
during his sabbatical research because each illustrates a commonly observed challenge. To meet
these challenges, we argue that the health economics cost/QALY framework promulgated by NICE
provides an under-appreciated lens for thinking about trade-offs and we highlight some systems
tools which have also been under-utilised in this context.

Introduction

NHS Providers has described the NHS’s challenge as ‘mission impossible’.1 Its report recognises that
while service improvement must not let up, there must be a new realism about trade-offs, and
sometimes silver-plated services may have to suffice in place of gold. This demands an approach to
service improvement that can avoid programmes that go nowhere or go wrong, while
communicating realistic trade-offs to politicians, the public and staff.
We frame this as a question of system design – in its broadest sense – within a proven value-formoney framework. For nearly two decades, NICE (National Institute for Health and Clinical
Excellence) has set the criteria for clinical decisions in a way that accommodates finance as well as
outcomes. It is only starting to turn to the question of service design – the interest in value and
design is growing2 – but we pursue this line and use a map upon which planners may position their
intent for a service ahead of implementation and evaluate it afterwards by focusing on cost and
health benefit. 3-6

Setting service design in a value-for-money framework
Any health service development must address two questions: is it cheaper and; does it deliver better
care? The cost-effective plane (CE-plane) in figure 1 puts each on a separate axis: health benefit
measured typically in QALYs, and expenditure in £.7-10 The QALY (Quality Adjusted Life Year) is a
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measure of the utility gained by an individual from a drug or intervention. A new hip, for instance,
might restore mobility for 15 years, so the extra utility (0.15, say) would be integrated over that
period (at a modest discount rate of, say 2.5%) to determine the health gained (almost 2 QALYs).
Other countries use affordability thresholds but NICE, unusually, sets a cost-effectiveness threshold
for NHS care (with suitable caveats) at £20,000-30,000/QALY.11,12 Thus, if a hip replacement costs
£10,000, its cost-effectiveness of ~£5,000/QALY would place it well under the NICE threshold and it
would thus be deemed cost-effective. The average cost of a QALY in the NHS has been estimated at
£12.9k13 and the hip would be good value even on that basis. Using such a guide, a £200M NHS
hospital should deliver 15,500 QALYs/year.

Figure 1: the cost-effective plane for assessing services.
We think of each service as QALY factory, delivering health utility to each a patient on discharge. By
placing the existing service (orange dot) at the origin, one can design into the shaded area. The most
desirable designs deliver greater efficiency and better outcomes (blue dot), but services that cost
more and deliver more (green dot) may be cost-effective if the ICER (incremental cost-effectiveness
ratio) is <£20,000/QALY. The principle works in reverse to make savings (yellow dot). However, on
the principle that people are more demanding when saving than when investing (both in general and
for health14,15), the threshold gradient steepens and planners may seek to save £40,000-60,000 for
each surrendered QALY.
Vignettes of service changes
To explore how these ideas may be used, we appeal to three examples.
Example 1 Ward closure to save money
Allen16 cites the closure of a medical ward, a relatively easy savings measure, that led a frustrated
staff member to observe: ‘Ask anybody on the ground what the impact would be of shutting 38
medical beds and they would have told you it was asking for trouble.’ The justification for the
decision? ‘(It) was assumed that there would be facilities in the community’.
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Figure 2 shows the original plan (in yellow) and the locus along which the final outcome lay (red
dots). Although aiming to save money, there were unplanned downsides because of, first, the
disruption to staff and patients of spreading care across inappropriate wards as beds become scarce.
Second, delays in getting patients to a ward, or having them as outliers, leads to poorer outcomes
and reduces the health benefit the service delivers. In real terms, there was a risk of overall loss.

Figure 2: Cost-effectiveness plane for a decision to close a ward.
With hindsight a different plan might have prevailed and the question of embedding effective
foresight into decision-making is one we must return to.
Example 2 Ergonometric design of wards
A design study for a new ward in a hospital in the North of England aimed to shorten regular nursing
journeys, using paper drawings, pencils and rulers to estimate walking distances. The ward was
completed in 2014-15 and was thoroughly evaluated in 2016 (with an update, spring 2017) by
comparing measurements from the original ward and another (more modern) ward with the
performance of the new. Pedometer results suggested savings of up to half an hour per shift per
nurse, while other benefits included lower maintenance, fewer medication errors, slips and falls, and
greater patient satisfaction, together with reduced absenteeism and higher retention of staff.
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Figure 3. Ward redesigned to reduce staff journeys: planned (yellow) and measured (green).
The design delivered what it was supposed to and the real position, measured afterwards, revealed
unexpected benefits for patients and staff. In this case, the design tools were basic but the
evaluation was detailed. The plans and realisation are captured in figure 3.
Example 3 Planning options
A CCG wishing to increase the level of community-based mental health provision commissioned a
System Dynamics (SD) study to support its planning. SD uses computers to simulation how patients
flow around a service under different configurations and using different mixes of staff. Through a
series of scenarios the team identified, for example, a service configuration that increased the
proportion of patients treated at home from 38% to 45% while reducing those treated in hospital
from 60% to 45% (a new Primary Care service handling the remainder). With a final target to
provide 50% of care at home (20% in primary care and 30% as acute care), the scenario described a
half-way house and generated confidence to plan the next cycle of service improvement.
In this case, the CE-plane can be used to sense-test the planning team’s proposals. Figure 4 shows
the space that a new service might viably occupy in terms of operations and outcomes, and
illustrates another way in which a map such as this may aid early decision-making. Moreover, once a
service has been commissioned, the same map may be used to evaluate its performance in
operation.
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Figure 4. Use of a model in planning to prototype service options and ensure that there is a viable
design space for a new type of service.
What design methods can be used in conjunction with the CE-plane?
The Royal Academy of Engineering’s recent report, Engineering better care,17 promoted engineering
principles in healthcare. It describes two broad approaches – the double diamond and the spiral –
within which specific methods may be deployed to better understand the problem and to generating
a solution. These methods might include:








Drawing pictures. Healthcare managers and clinicians are familiar with pathway mapping and
may well have encountered rich pictures,18-20 flowcharts and sketches of physical environments,
or any other simple diagram.21-23 Diagrams aid systematic analysis and may highlight
dependencies, clashes or obstructions, and help to sequence events.
Decision trees.24-26 As simple pencil-and-paper studies, or backed by probabilities and run in
spreadsheets, these tools are useful for sequencing decisions and help to eliminate loose ends
(perhaps patients who do not fit the main categories and who slip out of sight).
Simulations and computer models: 27-32 Computer games are perhaps the best known way to
create synthetic worlds in which people can interact, and many have an element of design, as
players build a theme park or even a hospital. Critically, models support: what if I put more staff
on the ward from 2:00pm; what if the one-stop clinic also has access to ultrasound imaging? A
challenge is the slow adoption of such methods in healthcare.33,34
Prototypes.35 The literature is vast and varied and Adrian Newey is readable on designing fast
cars.36 Engineering relies heavily on prototypes, from computer-generated to scale models, to
life size mock-ups. Prototypes allow two critical classes of questions to be addressed: will a
service do what it is intended to do and what might happen that had not been anticipated?

Discussion
Nobody deliberately designs a service to be poorer or more expensive, but many plans fail. Bohmer
and Imison assess the NHS’s attempts to reduce care costs through workforce redesign and report:
‘England’s experience is a cautionary tale…Well-intentioned reforms have often failed to generate
the expected results because workforce redesigns were not accompanied by work redesigns. New
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roles became supplementary instead of substitutive, and gains on the cost side were offset by
increases in utilization rates or transaction costs.’37
Although not couched in terms of systems or value, they put their finger on the NHS’s capacity to
redesign and highlight the problem of visible savings against hidden losses. We note that offset
losses may take the form of poorer health outcomes, and that they can be quantified if we follow
NICE’s lead.
We have seen how closing a ward affects the whole hospital, and the wider the system in which the
impact may be felt, so planners need reliable ways to predict the gains and losses to the wider
system when managing change locally.
Table 1 makes some helpful connections between these problems and suitable methods to design a
solution.
Table 1: Suitable design methods for the examples given.
Example
1. Ward closure
2. Ergonometric ward
3. Planning options

Possible design methods
Drawing a process map for patients; producing decision tree
Drawing pictures; simulation modelling
Simulation modelling

Implicit in the decision to close a ward (example 1) is the time pressure: A suitable method must
therefore be easy to use, yet test the underlying assumptions and identify hidden and unexpected
side-effects. An afternoon of drawing process maps or decision trees would probably answer the
key questions: where do this ward’s patients come from and where they would they go once it
closes? The closure might then be accompanied by a robust patient-routing plan.
Ward flows (example 2) are interesting, especially because there are now sophisticated ways to
model patient and staff flows. What is noteworthy here is that even simple tools, applied within a
compelling value framework of saving activity and informed by good before and after data, can
make a difference and be shown to have done do. In this case, the ward was essentially a one-forone replacement of another ward and so the risk of knock-on effects was reduced.
As a pursuit, planning options (example 3) lends itself ideally to computer modelling, since many
services have good data and predictions of population growth are available. Depending upon the
scale and risks involved, one might choose to prototype some elements separately. For instance,
people from a patient participation group might, with due ethical clearance, join a focus group and
the physical access of parts of the system could be tested using a mock-up.
The key thing is that the CE-plane can be used to establish the context of a proposed change and
then one of a series of methods can be used to see ahead of time whether the aim is possible.

Conclusions
The challenging months and years to come will require the NHS to take a laser focus on trade-offs
and on risk. We think the cost-effective plane – an indigenous NHS invention – provides an excellent
way of framing trade-offs, and indicate how it might be linked to system and design methods to
address the risks associated with system change. We have used three examples to show how the
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value framework being established by NICE can be applied to service design in conjunction with
systems thinking and have reflected on the design methods that could be used.
Whether the mission which the NHS faces is a mission impossible, as NHS providers claim, is open to
discussion – what is not open to debate is that NHS staff have no choice about whether to accept it
or not.
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